MEMORANDUM

TO: Fish and Wildlife Committee Members

FROM: Kris Homel

SUBJECT: Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Library: Resources for the Council’s Fish and Wildlife Program

BACKGROUND:

Presenter: Tami Wilkerson, Librarian, Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Library

Summary: The Fish and Wildlife Committee will hear a presentation on the numerous resources available to the region at the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Library. The presentation will include information on how library resources relate to the Council’s Fish and Wildlife Program and how they are accessed, along with a discussion of emerging tools or innovations.

Relevance: Regional data and information-management projects are critical to supporting the Program’s data management, analysis, access, and communication functions. As part of the Mainstem and Program Support Project Review in 2019, the Council formulated a programmatic issue to address the importance of these projects. The programmatic emphasized the need to identify which resources house information derived from Program funded projects and how those resources can be accessed by the public. Over the next several months, the staff will invite all of the data management projects included in the Mainstem and Program Support Review to share similar presentations. The first presentation will be from the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Library, which is administered by the Columbia Basin Inter-tribal Fish Commission under Project # 2008-505-00.
Background: As part of the Mainstem and Program Support Project Review in 2019, the Council formulated a programmatic issue to address the importance of regional data and information management projects (please see Programmatic Issue #2, pages 8 and 9). These projects are critical to supporting the Program’s data management, analysis, access, and communication functions. In an effort to address the Council recommendation and to advance the Council’s efforts in the assessment of program performance, there is a need to better understand the information and data sharing resources in the basin, which provide the Council and region with critical Program data and information.

In the last review of data management projects (see above), the ISRP highlighted, and the Council agreed with, the importance of supporting regional and sub-regional data management, storage, and dissemination of information necessary for Program implementation and assessment. In particular, intentional planning for, and dedication of funding is necessary to address 1) information sharing for informing decisions, and 2) keeping pace with new technologies and knowledge through workshops and other learning experiences. This requires balancing investments in data collection with investments for data processing (data management, analysis, data steward expertise/support) and communication of information.

In the decision document from this review, the Council recommended that a subcommittee of the Regional Coordination Forum be convened. The tasks of this subcommittee would be to (1) communicate the role of the regional and sub-regional databases/repositories in providing public access to information derived from Program funded projects, (2) identify the primary regional databases/repositories that house information supporting the Program, and (3) address efficient flow of information between regional and subregional databases/repositories, and projects collecting and analyzing data.

Toward this end, the Council is organizing a series of presentations on data and information management projects for this and upcoming Fish and Wildlife Committee meetings. Through these presentations, we hope to highlight the resources that are available from these projects as they relate to the Program both to better understand the accomplishments of the Program, and to inform the region about the many resources that are available.

More Info: Link to the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Library [https://cbfwl.org/](https://cbfwl.org/)
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Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Library:
Resources for the Council’s Fish and Wildlife Program
Resources the Library Provides For the Region

• Library collection
  • 19,523 physical and 19,640 electronic items

• Types of resources
  • Subject coverage
  • Adding new resources

• Who we serve
Resources Specific to the Fish and Wildlife Program

• Fish and Wildlife Program products
  • CBFish.org reports
  • Historical documents

• Resources from external entities
Human Resources

• Search expertise
  • “Hidden” resources

• Bibliographies
  • https://cbfwl.org/literature-searches/topical-bibliographies/

• Hard to find items
  • Partial citations and documents
Resource Access and Sharing

• Library catalog
  • Metadata standardization

• Digitization of print resources

• Interlibrary loan

• Quarterly list of journal articles
  • https://cbfwl.org/literature-searches/quarterly-article-searches/
Future Initiatives to Support the Program

• Remote access to journal subscriptions

• Improved catalog interface

• User survey

• Institutional repository
Utilizing Library Resources

• Website and catalog
  • [www.cbfwl.org](http://www.cbfwl.org)

• In-person by appointment

• Contact us
  • [twilkerson@critfc.org](mailto:twilkerson@critfc.org)
  • (503) 736-3581